Interval time-place learning by rats: varying reinforcement contingencies.
Two experiments with rats were conducted to study interval time-place learning when the spatiotemporal contingencies of food availability were more similar to those likely to be encountered in natural environments, than those employed in prior research. In Experiment 1, food was always available on three levers on a variable ratio (VR) 35 schedule. A VR8 schedule was in effect on Lever 1 for 5 min, then on Lever 2 for 5 min, and so forth. While rats learned to restrict the majority of their responding to the lever that provided the highest density of reinforcement, they seemed to rely on a win-stay/lose-shift strategy rather than a timing strategy. In Experiment 2, the four levers provided food on variable ratios of 15, 8, 15, and 30, each for 3 min. As expected the rats learned these contingencies. A novel finding was that the rats had a spike in response rate immediately following a change from a higher to lower reinforcement density. It is concluded that rats exposed to spatiotemporal contingencies behave so as to maximize the rate of obtained reinforcement.